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AUG, 9, 1979 
22 SEC, · 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S APPALACHIAN 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER IS HOSTING A TWO-DAY WORKSHOP 
- FOR ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS OF KINDERGARTEN, 
DAY CARE AND HEAD START PROGRAMS SEPT, 14 AND 15, ,,, 
THE WORKSHOP IS SPONSORED BY THE KENTUCKY 
ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN UNDER SIX AND FOCUSES ON 
EDUCATING CHILDREN WITHIN THEIR APPALACHIAN 
CULTURE,,,,,,, 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IF AVAILABLE FROM 
SUE DRAPER OF THE APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
AT .6-0-6--7-8-3--4-7-3-1,, ,,,,###### 
COURSE OF EVENTS INFORMATION 
Ev<"nt: CONCERT AND I.ECTIJRE_SE!U.E.S_ 
Sponsor: Morehead_5_ta~~~YeiSity 
DaLe: __ Q.ctQ_b_er_J:;h.J:"JL~.Pri_l,_l980-1981 
Time: ___ _§_~§.-~~b-_ed1,!le __________ _ 
Place : __ ~utton Al!cii_tori1,!!11_, __ Mor_ehe_!'!:d State University 
Admi.ssion ·Price: free 
Phone No. 606-783-3325 
Course of Events categories 
Festivals, Special Events, 
Sports, Conventions, Places 
arc: Thea 1 rc!, Mwd c, Exld bi r ions, 
Ll,clur£o::;, Fur Children, }ilms, 
To Go And 'l'hinl.!,s 'l'o SeP, Rc.-:taurants. 
Category Desired: Special Events 
Any Additional Information About The Event: ________________ _ 
Oct. 2 -- Ann Schein, classical pianist, 8 p.m. 
Oct. 30 - Alice -G~rd-and Mike Seeger, -lf'ror11rlkr-rrmnu,so--:rh" crc:ri-," a"""tt<>s-, -8-p-:-nr,-
Nov. 20 -Tom Jackson, author of "Guerilla Tactics in the Job Market," 
10:2:0 a.m. 
Jan. 22- Rev. Arthur Langford, Jr~, author of "Martin Luther King, 
Jr. --A Portrait", 8 Ir.'llt=-.----
Feb. 17 -Vincent Price, actor, "The Villain Still Pursues Me", 10:20 a.m. 
Apr. 13 - Actors Theatre of Louisville, "Bus Stop," 8 p.m. 
) 
COURSE OF EVENTS INFORMATION 
Event: Exhibitions 
Sponsor: Morehead State University 
Date: Dec. 1-12, 1980 
Time: daily 9 a:m~ until 4:30 p.m. 
Place: Camden-Carroll Library Tower 
. 
Admission·Price: free 
Phone No. 606-783-3325 
Course of Events categories arc: Theatn•, Hus·ie, Exhiuiticms, 
Festivals, Special Events, Ll·ClureH, For Chi1Jrvn, rilms, 
Sports, Conventions, Places To Go And Thill1.!,s To See, Re.-:t aurants. 
Exhibitions (Art Exhibit) Category Desired: __ _ 
Any Additional Information About The Event: _____________ _ 
; ·'! 
COURSE OF EVnNTS INFORHJ\TION 
Event: Theatre Presentations 
Sponsor: Morehead State University 
Date: Oct. 1-11, 1980 ---· ---....:....------· -------·--· 
Time: 8 p.m. 
Pl Kibbey Theatre, MSU <ICe:--,..-"·--''--- _____ _ 
Admission ··Price: call theatre 
Phone No. 606-783-2170 
Course of Events CCJtegories Ht:C: Then!T<', Muste, Exldbit·jons, 
Festivals, Special Events, LN:tures, For Chi.lJrc·n, rilms, 
Spo-rts, Conventions, Pluccs To Go And Tbini!_s To See, Re.Haurants. 
Theatre 
Category Desired:_~-
Any Additional Information About The Event: ---
Oct. 1-11 -- "Scarecrow," Kibbey Theatre, 8 p .. m. 
COURSE OF EVENTS INFORHATION 
Event: MSU Football 
Sponsor: Morehead State University 
Date: 1980 fall__~ea~o:g_ ___ _ 
Time: --~1 :_1Q._p_._ll!.:__ ---------~----
Place: Jayne Stadium -- _:ti§.!!_ ___ _ 
. 
Admission·Price: c all for tickets 
Phone No. 606-783-3335 ----
Course of Events C<Jtegories arc: Thealn•, Mus"il', Exld.uil·inns, 
Festivals, Soec:ial Events, Lectures, For Cld.lurc·n, rilms, 
Sports, Conven tious, Places To Go And Tlliul!,s To See, Re.-; t auran t: s. 
Category Desired: Sports 
Any Additional Information About The Event'-----~----------
Oct. 4 Murray State 
-e-et. 25 Tennessee-Tech (Ilomecomi-ng-j-- --------
Nov. 1 Western Kentucky 
Nov. 15 ---- Kentucky Sta-t:e Unive:r8-i-ty-· 
COURSE OF !~VENTS INFCJJU-11\TION 
Event: National Security Lectures 
Sponsor: }lorehead St~t~ University Dept. of }lilitary Science 
Date: October, 1980 
Time: 10:20 a.m. 
I' lace: -~oom 112 ,_ ~ade~--1!_~11, !"fSU __ 
• 
Adn1ission ·Price: ·free ·------
Phone No. 606-783-3325. -- --. 
Course of Events cutegories 
Festivals, Special Events, 
arc: 'l,'heatn•, Musiu, Exldul!'i<•nH, 
Lt•ClliH:S, For Chilun:n, rilms, 
Sports,. Conventio11s, l'luccs To Gq And 'l'bings 'l'<1 See, Rt.'.H.aurant,;. 
Category Dcsi~ed: Lectures , 
I --------.-
Any Additional Infonnntion Abou~ 'l'h'" Event=~-------.------
~O~c~t~.~2~~-·~·R~-o~l~e~9~f ~omen in the Armed Forc~e~s~'l __ _ . .,. .. __ _ 
Oct. 7 ·- "The Role_ of National Security ·in the }laking of a President" 
' P:l:'. Robert F. Delaney, U.S. Naval War· Gol.lOege, 
Oct. 9 "'nle Centi:-111 Intelligence. Agency and N&tional~ecurity" 
Melvin A. Goodman,· senior soviet ana~yst, CIA 
', • f . 
~/,:_q,~ 
<b' 
COURSE OF EVENTS INJ•'(JJ{t-lATION 
Event: Concert and Lectur~ Series 
Sponsor: Morehead State University 
Date: October 2 and Octob\)r ~.Q '•', -·, •, 
'I ime : a p . m .. ea~h evenins ----------------.-----------~--
p !nee: Mqr.ah~ad !3tate Universi ~y 
----.-. --,---------------:----.-7,.. 
·}'hone No. 606-783-3325 
-.----~---.,--------
Course of Evunts !=!<l~cgories wro: Tbeat J:C!, 
Festivals, Special Events, Lectures, For 
Mus it!, ~xllil.>J ['!ons, 
Chill)rc•n. hl111s, 
Sports, Convc;ntions, P~aces To Go /IJltl Thilll!,f;l 'l'p (i~e,, He.-;taunmto:. 
Music ·-
C~tego1·y Desired: ___ , __ . ___ _ 
Any Additional Information About The !~vent: __ ·-,------------
_j)ct ? ----- Anp_Schein,~lassical f~an~t. ~p.m., But~~n-Auditorium. 
~O~c~t ___ ~3~0~~~~A~l~1~·cXE~ Gerrard and Mike Se~ger, 
Ad~on Doran Univer!lity C~):lter, . . 
folk musicians, 8 p.m. " ' .· . ,; ,. ' . - .. .. 
-----------------·---------------~---· ~~ 
_ .... ----
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OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
KENTUCKY CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
TOURS AND EXCURSIONS 
CONTACT: Fred Stewart 
606/783-3325 
Year Round Morehead State University 
Campus Tours 
Morehead State University, Office of 
Admissions. Monday through Friday: 
Morehead 
9 a.m. Weekends by appointment. 
Contact: Office of Admissions, Morehead 
State University, Morehead, KY 4035-1 











Contact: Dr. William Layne, Morehead 
State University, Theatre, Morehead, 




Contact: Dr. William Layne, Morehead 
State University, Theatre, Morehead, 




Contact: Dr. William Layne, Morehead 
State University, Theatre, Morehead, 




Contact: Dr. William Layne, Morehead 
State University, Theatre, Morehead, 







April 23-Mar. 2 
Spring Schedule 





"Sound of Music" 
8 p'.·m. 
Contact: Dr. Hilliam Layne, Morehead 
State University, Theatre, Morehead, 
KY 40351. (606) 783-2170. 




March 25: MSU Symphony Band Pops Concert, 
Baird Music Hall, 7:30p.m.; April 7, MSU 
Orchestra Concert, Baird Music Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Contact: Dr. Robert Hawkins, Morehead State 
University, Department of Music, Morehead, 
KY 40351. (606) 783-3339 . 
Miss Morehead State University 
Scholarship Pageant 
Morehead State University Button 
Auditorium, 7:30p.m. 
Contact: Anna Mae Riggle, Morehead 
State University, Student Affairs, 
Morehead, KY 40351. (606) 783-3213 . 
Morehead 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4031H 
August 22, 1980 
CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION GAZETTE 
JAMES A. KURZ from economic development planper for River 
Hills Regional Planning Commission in New Albany, Ind. to assistant 
director for business development at Morehead State University (Ky.) 
Appalachian Development Center. 
DR. DOUGLAS P. DOTTERWEICH from assistant professor of 
economics at the University of Pittsburgh to assistant director 
for regional research at Morehead State Univers~ty (Ky.) Appalachian 
Development Center. 
ROBERT A. JUSTICE from medical operations as~~stant in U.S. 
A.rmy to small business specialist at Morehead State Univer~Jity (Ky.) 
Appalachian Development Center. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY --------- NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: National Security Program 
DATE/TIME: Thursday, August 28 10 a.m. 
SITE: Rader Hall ifoll2 Morehead State University 
SUMMARY: DR. JUNE DREYER, FOREIGN POLICY ADVISOR TO PRESIDEN'T'IAL 
CANDIDATE RONALD REAGAN will discuss "Impact of Recent International 
~-• 
Events on Chinese Politics." Dr. Dreyer has worked in Japan and Hong 
Kong and has authored several works on-China and is authoring a textbook 
on Chinese politics. ~sne·· is Director of East Asian Programs at the 
University of Miami (Fla.). 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
PRESS PARKING: 
PRESS SEATING: 
Call for parking 
Call for seating 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT/OR NEAR SITE: 
telephones, typewriters, telecopier 
MSU COVERAGE: written summary, black/white photographs 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN COVERING THIS EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT THE 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES AT 606/733-3325. 
I . 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 








NATIONAL SECURITY LECTURES 
8/26/0!0 
:60 
DIRECTOR OF EAST ASIAN PROGRAMS AT THE CENTER FOR 
ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AT THE WIVERS ITY OF MIAMI, 
FLORIDA. . .DR. J'"UNE DREYER. . . IS THE SCHEDULED SPEAKER 
IN THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF NATIONAL SECURirx LECTURES 
HELD AT MOREHE..Z>.D STATE UNIVERSITY THIS FALL. . . . 
PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE ... COLONEL JACK JONES. 
EXPLAINS THE TOPIC OF HER DISCUSSION AS OF "VITAL 
IMPORTANCE IN TODAY' S WORLD." 
A:30 Q .... PROG~~ 
DR. DREYER WILL BE ON MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS 
THURSDAY, , . ,AUGUST 28 ... 





MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4.0351 
August 28, 1980 
Sarah Lansdale 
Courier-Journal 
Here is a schedule of art exhibits scheduled at Morehead State 
University's Claypool-Young Art Gallery. The works are on display 
from 8 a.m. until 4:30p.m. on weekdays. Other showings are by 
appointment (606/783-3232). 
Aug. 25 -- Sept. 26 
Oct. 1 -- Nov. 14 
Nov. 20 -- Dec. 12 
Jan. 12-30 
Feb. 2 -- March 6 
March 16 -- April 16 
April 20 -- May 8 
Exhibition of prints from Department 
of Art permanent collection. 
70 works by Benjamin Sahn, Leonard 
Baskin, Jean Charlot. 
Exhibition of works by new MSU art 
faculty. Sculpture, painting, print 
making, drawing.by David Bartlett, 
Dixon Ferrell, Richard Field, Robert 
Franzini. All are assistant professors 
of art. 
HSU art students Christmas sale. 
"Best of 1980" ... works selected from 
student works during fall 1980. 
Drawings by Dr. Neil Peterie, 
professor of art, Hestern Kentucky. 
Ceramics exhibition by Les Miley, 
University of Evansville College of 
Fine Arts. 





f.AC)ftEI-IEJ\1) S'TA'fE UNIVEH.SffY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
August 28, 1980 
Sarah Lansdale 
Courier-Journal 
Here is a schedule of art exhibits scheduled at Morehead State 
University's Claypool-Young Art Gallery. The works are on display 
from 8 a.m. until 4:30p.m. on weekdays. Other showings are by 
appointment (606/783-3232). 
Aug. 25 -- Sept. 26 
Oct. 1 -- Nov. 14 
Nov. 20 -- Dec. 12 
Jan. 12-30 
Feb. 2 -- March 6 
March 16 -- April 16 
April 20 -- May 8 
Exhibition of prints from Department 
of Art permanent collection. 
70 works by Benjamin Sahn, Leonard 
Baskin, Jean Charlot. 
Exhibition of works by new MSU art 
faculty. Sculpture, painting, print 
making, drawing by David Bartlett, 
Dixon Ferrell, Richard Field, Robert 
Franzini. All are assistant professors 
of art. 
HSU art students Christmas sale. 
"Best of 1980" ... works selected from 
student works during fall 1980. 
Drawings by Dr. Neil Peterie, 
professor of art, Hestern Kentucky. 
Ceramics exhibition by Les Miley, 
University of Evansville College of 
Fine Arts. 
Graduating seniors display 
) 
) 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 








ENERGY RESEARCH LABORATORY DEDICATION 
9-4-80 
:25 
MOREH1'11D STATE UNIVERSITY WILL OPEN A NEW ENERGY 
RESEARCH LABORATORY ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6. • 
AT 11 A'.M. 
THE CEREMNY WILL FEATURE TWO EXECUTIVES OF ASHLAND 
OIL, INC •••• VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD AND CHIEF 
OPERATING OFFICER. • • .JOHNLR.BHADL'i'v. '.. .AND 
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL RELATIONS •••• L. BRADLEY 
STANFORD. 
ASHh~ND OIL, INC. PROVIDED $50,000 IN GIFT FUNDS 
FOR FINANCING OF THE FACILITY. 
' 
THE ENERGY RESEARCH LABORATORY WILL BE USED BY 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS INVOLVED IN M-S-U' S 
ENERGY-RELATED ACADEMIC AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMS 
AND RESEARCH PROJECTS. 
sc 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403:11 
NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY --------- NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: CONCERT AND LECTURE SERIES 
DATE/TIME: Thursday Sept. 25 
ALEXANDER GINZBURG 
10:20 a.m. 
SITE: Button Auditorium Morehead State University 
SUMMARY: ALEXANDER GINZBURG, SOVIET HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVIST, will 
be the featured speaker. He was the focal point of world-wide 
attention in 1979 when he and four fellow political prisoners 
were exchanged for two convicted spies. He has openly opposed the 
Soviet government's repressive policies since 1950 and for his 
actions has spent several years in Soviet labor camps and prisons. 
He has been stripped of his Soviet citizenship and exiled to the West. 





arranged upon request 
arranged upon request 
AT/OR NEAR SITE: 
telephones, telecopier, 
written news coverage 
black/white photo 
typewriters 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN COVERING THIS EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT THE 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES AT 606/.733-3325. 
MOREI-IE.,t\D S~f A.'fE UI·-Jfv'fFtSff':l 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY --------- NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: NATIONAL SECURITY PROGRAM 
DATE/TIME: TUESDAY SEPT. 16 10:20 A.M. 
SITE: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADER HALL ROOM 112 
SUMMARY: THE LEAK ABOUT "STEALTH" HAS BEEN TERMED BY REPUBLICANS 
TO BE DETRIMENTAL TO NATIONAL SECURITY. Dr. Vincent Davis of the 
·:-'. 
Patterson School of Diplomacy will be the featured guest at the Sept. 16, 
National Security Program. Dr. Davis will discuss "CRITICAL NATIONAL 
SECURITY PROBLEMS FOR THE UNITED STATES IN THE 1980's." This program 
is one of a series of programs focusing on U.S. national security. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
PRESS PARKING: arranged upon request 
PRESS SEATING: arranged upon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT/OR NEAR SITE: 
telephones, telecopiers, typewriters 
MSU COVERAGE: 
written coverage, b/w photo, audio 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN COVERING THIS EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT THE 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES AT 606/733-3325. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSl'fY 
MOR£lllM.D, KENTUCKY -103:il 
EVENT: Alexander Ginzburg 
DATEIT !~IE: Sept. 25, l98Q 10:20 a.m. 
SITE: Button Auditorium ------ Uorehead State University 
SUMMARY: ALEY.A.NDER GINZBURG, SOVIET HID-iAN RIGHTS ACTIVIST will be 
at Morehead State University far a FREE program, Sept. 25. Hr. Ginzburg 
will NO'T be available for pres.s interviews BEFORE his prof(ram bu.t will 
be available for a press conference after his program. A meeting with 
the press is scheduled for 11:30 a.m. until 12 noon in Button Auditorium 
with Hr. Ginzburg. NOTE: Mr. Gin;~burg speaks little English and relies 
heavily on an interpreter. 
REPEAT: NO PRESS CONFERENCE OR INTERVIEWS HITli HR.. GINZBURG 
BEFORE THE PROGRAM. A PRESS CONFERENCE IS SCHEDULED 
AFTER HIS PROGRAM FROM 11:30 A.H. UNTIL 12-NOON IN 
BUTTON AUDITORIUM. 
Ll VE BROADCAST RIGHTS: :Mr. Ginzburi!;.' s rernarl<s mav he carried live. 
PRESS PARKING/PRESS SEATING: arranged uoon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT/NEAR SITE: typewriters, telecopiers, telephones 
MSU COVERAGE: written release, black/white photOJrraphs, audio upon request 
---------------------~------------------- ---·- -- ----· __ .._- ------------------
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN COVERING THIS EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT THE OFFICE 
OF NEloJ'S SERVICES AT 606/783-3325. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 








National Security Program - Dr. Vincent Davis 
9-16-80 
2:50 
THE DIRECTOR OF THE PATTERSON SCHOOL OF DIPLOMACY 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ... DR. VINCENT DAVIS. 
SPOKE ON MOREHEAD pTATE UNIVERSI~f CAMPUS THIS MORNING 
CONCERNING CRITICAL SECURITY PROBLEMS FOR THE UNITED 
STATES IN THE 1980'S .... 
DR. DAVIS DISCUSSED WHAT HE ~AW AS A POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS 
MILITARY CHALLENGE TO THE U-S BY THE SOVIET UNION IN 
~rlE :1:.980' s. 
A: 2: 15 
Q. • • STRENGTH ANYWHERE . 
DR. DAVIS HAS BEEN CONSULTANT AND ADVISOR TO THE 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE. .DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE .. 
AND ~rlE WHITE HOUSE. . . HE WAS ON M-S-U'S CAMPUS 
AS PART OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY PROGRAM. 
REPORTING FOR MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .. I'M SHARON 
CROUCH. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 





WOMEN IN STATE GOVERNMENT MEETING 
TUESDAY, SEPT, 25 
2fJ SECONDS 
ANNOUNCER: 
MORE THAN 3()0 WOMEN FROM NORTHEAST AND 
EASTERN KENTUCKY ARE EXPECTED TO PARTICIPATE 
IN A WOMEN IN STATE GOVERNMENT MEETING 
TUESDAY, SEPT, 25, AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UN IVERS I TV I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
~EYNOTE SPEAKER WILL BE DR, SHARON LORD OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE IN ADDITION TO 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
PERSONNEL AND M,S,U,,,,,,,,, 
THE PROGRAM, SPONSORED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
PERSONNEL, BEGINS AT 9 A,M, IN THE ADRON 
DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER AND WILL FOCUS ON 
TIME MANAGEMENT, JOB SKILLS AND DEALING WITH 
JOB STRESS,,,,, ,,,,####f.R#f. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 










SOVIET HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVIST. . .ALEXANDER GINZBURG. 
WILL BE THE FEATURED SPEAKER AT THE OPENING OF 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S CONCERT AND LECTURE 
SERIES .. SEPTEMBER 25 ..... GINZBURG WAS THE FOCAL 
POINT OF WORLD-WIDE ATTENTION IN 1979 ... WHEN HE AND 
FOUR FELLOW POLITICAL PRISONERS WERE EXCHANGED FOR TWO 
CONVICTED SPIES. THE FIVE WERE FLOWN TO THE UNITED STATES 
IN EXCHANGE FOR TWO SOVIET UNITED NATIONS EMPLOYEES ... 
WHO HAD BEEN SENTENCED TO PRISON FOR SPYING •.. GINZBURG'S 
OPPOSITION TO SOVIET REPRESSIVE POLICIES BEGAN IN THE LATE 
1050'S ... HE SPENT A TOTAL OF NINVE YEARS IN PRISON. 
INCLUDING EIGHT YEARS OF SPECIAL REGIME LABOR CAMP IN 
MORDOVIAN CAMP NO. 1, THE HARSHEST OF ALL THE USSR'S PRISON 
CAMPS. IN 1976, GINZBURG BECAME A FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE. 
MOSCOW HELSINKI WATCH GROVE. . .WHICH RELEASED SEVERAL 
STUDIES ON SOVIET HUMAN RIGHTS VI·OLATICNS .. AND LIVING 
CONDITIONS IN PRISON AND LABOR CAMPS ... HIS MOTHER, WIFE 
AND TWO SONS REMAIN IN THE SOVIET UNION ... THE 10:20 A.M. 
. . 
IS SCHEDULED IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM. . .AND IS FREE AND OPEN 
TO THE PUBLIC. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 









CITIZENSHIP/LAW EDUCATION WORKSHOP 
9-24-80 
:30 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL HOST A CITIZENSHIP AND 
LAW-RELATED EDUCATION WORKSHOP ON MONDAY; .OCTOBER 6. 
THIS IS ONE IN A SERIES OF TEN REGIONAL WORKSHOPS BEING 
SPONSORED BY THE KENTUCKY COUNCIL FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES. 
THE KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION ... AND THE INSERVICE 
COORDINATORS FOR THE COUNCIL ON HIGHER EDUCATION .. 
FOR SOCIAL STUDIES TEACHERS AND EDUCATORS. . . .AND ' 
COMMUNITY RESOURCE PERSONNEL. . . . 
THE WORKSHOPS WILL FOCUS ON ELEMENTS OF'EFFECTIVE 
CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION AND ON TEACHER TRAINING AND 
CURRICULUM MATERIALS FOR LAW-RELATED ACTIVITIES. . 
THE PROGRAM WILL BEGIN AT 9 A.M ... IN MSU'S ADRON DORAN 
UNIVERSITY CENTER. . . 
MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM WORKSHOP COORDINATOR. 
DOCTOR JOHN C. HIGGINBOTHAM. 
-30-
., 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 







ENERGY SAVING PROGRAM 
SEPT, 26, 1~7~ 
18 SECONDS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY, WITH ASSISTANCE FROM 
THE KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, WILL PRESENT A 
PROGRAM ON SAVING ENERGY ON TUESDAY, OCT, 2, AT 
7 P,M, IN FLEMINGSBURG,,,,,,,, 
THE PROGRAM WILL PROVIDE HOMEOWNERS AND HOMEBUILDERS 
WITH TIMELY INFORMATION ON WAYS AND MEANS OF SAVING 
ENERGY IN NEW AND OLD HOMES AND BUILDINGS,,,,,,,, 
THE PROGRAM, FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, WILL BE 
AT THE FLEMING-MASON RECC BUILDING ON ELIZAVILLE 
.. . 
ROAD,,,,,,,,,,,.######### 
UJ~k 5' ~~ 
~ C~. 
w 9 -r n-, - f'c~ 
~
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606(783-3325 










A FORMER PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC DIPLOMACY AT THE UNITED 
STATES NAVAL WAR COLLEGE ... DR. ROBERT F. DELANEY .. 
SPOKE CONCERNING THE ROLE OF NATIONAL SECNRITY IN THE 
MAKING OF A PRESIDENT ... AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 
NATIONAL SECURITY LECTURE THIS MORNING. 
DELANY'S DISCUSSION WAS HIGHLIGHTED BY A LOOK AT THE 
THREE MAJOR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES ... AND HOW THEY 
FAIR IN KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COUNTRY'S NATIONAL SECURITY. 
HE FOUND ANDERSON AS "THE MOST PREPARED OF THE THREE" 
BUT ONLY VIABLE AS TO TAKING VOTES AWAY FROM REAGAN 
AND CARTER. . • REAGAN HAD HIS HAND ON THE TRIGGER. . 
CARTER HAD NEVER E<:>UND IT ... AND ANDERSON HAD ALREADY 
WALKED BY IT TO SOMETHING ELSE. 
A:36 
Q. AWAY FROM REAGAN 
DELANY .ALSO SAID HE SEES OUR GOVERNMENT HEADING TOWAR 
A CHANGE BY THE END OF THE CENTRUY ... WITH A CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONVENTION TO CHANGE THE PRESIDENCY TO A SIX YEAR TERM. 
' 
MAYBE TO HAVE JOINTLY HELD PRESIDENTCY WITH ONE 
CEREMONIAL ... OR TO A PARLIMENTARY GOVERNMENT. 
REPORTING FROM MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .... I'M 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 
606/783-3325 TELEPHONE: 
SUBJECT: NATIONAL SECURITY 
DATE: 10-9~so 
TIME: 
ANNOUNCER: SENIOR SOVIET ANALYST FOR THE U-S CENTRAL INTELLEGIANCE 
MELVIN GOODMAN. . . . 
AGENCY ... SPOKE AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 
NATIONAL SECURITY LECTURE THIS MORNING .... HIS 
DISCUSSION WAS DOMINATED BY CURRENT PROBLEMS IN 
AFGHANISTAN AND IRAQ AND IRAN. GOODMAN SAID THAT 
THE END OF THE IRAN/IRAQ CONFLICG:' .•. THE U-S COULD 
HAVE SOME PROBLEMS. 
A: 31 
o ... ~U.S~ 
REPORTING RHNM FOR MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. 
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PRESTON THE MAGICIAN 
10-13-80 
:20 
~~ESTON. • .THE MAGICIAN AND MIRACLE-1ST ... 
WILL MAKE HIS 25-TH ANNUAL APPEARANCE AT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY ON THURSDAY •.• OCTOBER 16 .••• 
~-T 7 P.M ••. IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM .... 
PRESTON'S SILVER ANNIVERSARY PERFORMANCE WILL 
FEATURE MAGIC ... HYPNOSIS ..• HUMOR ... AND 
-.. 
ACTS OF MENTAL TELEPArr'HY. 
THE SHOW IS SPONSORED BY M-S-U'S PROGRAM COUNCIL. 
AND IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. 
-30-
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THE EASTERN KENTUCKY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION MET 
ON MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S CAMPUS FRIDAY {TODAY) 
... FOR THEIR 57TH ANNUAL CONVENTION. THE MAIN 
ORDER OF BUSINESS WAS THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
FOR THE 1981 YEAR. NEWLY ELECTED PRESIDENT OF 
E-K-E-A . . .MATTIE WILSON OF MAYSVILLE. . .DISCUSSED .... 
REPORTS THAT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENTS. 
ACCORDING TO S-A-T SCORES ... IS FALLING LOWER EACH 
YEAR. WHE SAID THAT SHE DID NOT BELIEVE THAT TESTS 
COULD GIVE A FAIR EVALUATION OF A CHILD ... BUT 
-
THERE WERE SOME REASONS WHY THIS MAY BE HAPPENING. 
SUCH AS READING. 
A: 29 
Q ... THINGS ANY MORE 
I 
A TEACHER FROM THE ASHLAND SCHOOL SYSTEM. . . JUDY 
MORRIS ... WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT ELECT OF THE 
E-K-E-A. 
REPORTING FOR MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ... I'M 
SHARON COURCH. 
-30-
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MORE THAN 150 PERSONS FROM ROWAN COUNTRY PARTICIPATED IN THE 
"GREAT ROWAN COUNTY/NOREHEAD CLEAN-UP" SATURDAY BEGINNING AT 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ......... . 
THE PROJECT, A COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT SPONSORED BY 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER, WAS AIMED 
AT ALL CITIZENS INTERESTED IN KEEPING THE COM}IDNITY CLEAN ...... . 
PARTICIPANTS INCLUDED UNIVERSITY GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS, 
PUBLIC SCHOOL GROUPS AND CIVIC GROUPS ......... . 
CASH PRIZES WERE AWARDED TO THE GROUP COLLECTING THE MOST TRASH 
) AND A FREE CELEBRATION FEATURING MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT WAS HELD 
SATURDAY EVENING FOR ALL CLEAN-UP PARTICIPANTS .............. ######## 
/0- ~tJ-77 
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OUTREACH MASTER' S IN .. NURSING 
10-22-80 
:25 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY VIILL MARK THE OPENING OF 
AN OUTREACH PROGRAM FOR A MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
IN NURSING ... VIITH A COLLOQUIUM ON FRIDAY .. OCTOBER 
31 ... AT 2 P.M ... IN ROOM 111 OF THE CLAYPOOL-
YOUNG ART BUILDING ..... GUEST SPEAKER FOR THE 
PROGRAM VIILL BE ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ~WRSINr. RESEARCH 
AT :<\UTm<.:RS UNIVERSITY . . 1)0CTOP. SHIRLFY S~'()YPu'Z. 
THE OUTREACH PROGRAM IS A COOPERATIVE VENTURE 
WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ... FOR WORKING 
NURSES WHO VIISH TO FURTHER THEIR EDUCATION ON A 
PART-TIME BASIS .. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM PATTY HATTS. 
. . OFFICE OF GRADUATE PROGRAMS AT MSU. . AT 
606/783-2210. 
-30-
sc v c; q,O 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL MARK THE OPENING OF 
AN OUTREACH PROGRAM FOR A MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
IN NURSING ... WITH A COLLOQUIUM ON FRIDAY .. OCTOBER 
31 ... AT 2 P.M ... IN ROOM 111 OF THE C~YPOOL-
YOUNG ART BUILDING. . . . . GUEST SPEAKER FOR' THE 
PROGRAM WILL BE ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR }ffiRSINr. RESEARCH 
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PART-TIME BASIS .. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM PATTY HATTS . 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL MARK THE OPENING OF 
AN OUTREACH PROGRAM FOR A MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
IN NURSING ... WITH A COLLOQUIUM ON FRIDAY .. OCTOBER 
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JOB PREPAREDNESS PROJECT 
10-23-80 
\:9'o 
TRAINING IN HOW TO FIND. . .GET. . .AND KEEP A JOB 
IS NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH A JOB PREPAREDNESS PROJECT 
CONDUCTED BY MOREHEAD STATE"SUNIVERSITY'S APPALACHIAN 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER. COMMUNITY SERVICES DIRECTOR. . . 
SHIRLEY HAMILTON. . GIVES A RUN DOWN ON THE PROGRAM . 
.... 
', (o 0 
Q.· .. msu 
-
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317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Betty Marshall 
606/783-4731 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Training in how to find, get and keep a job is 
now available through a Job Preparedness Project conducted by Morehead 
State University's Appalachian Development Center. 
This service is available to agencies, organizations and businesses 
in the 49 Eastern Kentucky counties served by the ADC. 
The project has provided services to the Buffalo Trace Area 
Development District, the Licking Valley Community Action Program, the 
Gateway Community Services Organizations and Bell County CETA. 
Shirley Hamilton, community services director, says she is 
especially pleased with the results of those programs that have already 
been administered. 
"The success of our programs can be attributed to two factors," 
she said. "We have designed a unique program tailored to answer the 
specific needs of the communities we serve. We have recruited highly 
professional and experienced teachers." 
The project consists of a 40-hour class arranged to the individual's 
needs. Classes may be provided through one week of eight-hour day 
sessions; through eight weeks of one eight-hour day sessions; or through 
other alternative plans. 
The program provides information on planning a career, choosing 
the right job, getting a job and keeping a job in addition to information 
on completing job applications, writing a resume, successfully handling 
a job interview and developing good work habits. 
Additional information on the project is available by contacting 
Shirley Hamilton, Community Services Director, MSU, ADC, Morehead, Ky. 
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·TELEPHONE: 606/783-33 25 
HOMECOMING '80 HONOREES 
10-24-80 
:30 
A MORGAN COUNTY NATIVE WILL BE AMONG TWELVE PERSONS 
RECOGNIZED DURING MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1980 
HOMECOMING CANDLELIGHT DINNER ON FRIDAY ... 
ELMER ANDERSON ... A FORMER TEACHER ... COACH .. HIGH 
SCHOOL PRINCIPAL .. PUPIL PERSONNEL DIRECTOR AND 
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT IN THE MORGAN COUNTY PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS .. WILL BE AMONG FIVE PERSONS INDUCTED INTO 
AluMni 
ANDERSON IS CURRENTLY ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AT 
MSU AND DIRECTOR OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID. .AND 
SERVES ON THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE MSU FOUNDATION. 
THE CANDLELIGHT DINNER BEGINS AT 6 P.M ... WITH THE 
CEREMONY STARTING AT 8 P.M. IN THE CRAGER ROOM OF THE 
THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER. 
FOR MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .. I'M SHARON CROUCH. 
-30-
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HOMECOMING '80 HONOREES 
10-24-80 
:30 
STATE REPRESENTATIVE .. PETE WORTHINGTON .. OF 
EWING. . WILL BE A110NG TWELVE PERSONS HONORED 
DURING MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1980 HOMECOMING 
CANDLELIGHT DINNER ON FRIDAY. 
AN ALUMNUS OF MSU. WORTHINGTON HILL RECEIVE THE ALUMNJ 
PUBLIC SERVICE AWARD ... HE WAS ELECTED TO THE 
KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN 1977 AND REELECTED IN 
1979. . . . 
HE IS A FORMER MEMBER OF THE FLEMING COUNTY BOARD 
OF EDUCATION. 
THE CANDLELIGHT DINNER BEGINS AT 6 P.M. . . vJITH THE 
CEREMONY STARTING AT 8 P.M ... IN THE CRAGER ROOM OF 
THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER. 
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HOMECOMING 80 HONOREES 
10-24-80 
:30 
A FORMER FACULTY MEMBER AT BEREA COLLEGE ... 
PHILLIP W .. CONN. . . WILL BE ONE OF TWELVE PERSONS 
RECOGNIZED AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1980 
HOMECOMING CANDLELIGHT DINNER ON FRIDAY .... 
CONN WAS FORMERLY DIRECTOR OF ALUMNI AFFAIRS AND 
PLACEMENT DIRECTOR AT BEREA .... HE IS CURRENTLY 
VICE PRESIDENT AT MOREHEAD STATE. . . : I'JilJ !.Iiiii b ~ 
rEC 0_5t11U cl As ,.. .... h.ol'l~rAry MS 1.1 AI Ll"'-"""'.S.. 
THE CANDLELIGHT DINNER BEGINS AT 6 P.M ... WITH THE 
CEREMONY STARTING AT 8 P.M ... IN THE CRAGER ROOM 
OF THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER. 
-30-
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HOMECOMING '80 HONOREE'S 
10-24-80 
:30 
A PIKEVILLE ATTORNEY HILL BE AMONG THOSE HONORED 
AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1980 HOMECOMING 
CANDLELIGHT DINNER ON FRIDAY .. , . 
JAMES P. PRUITT ... WILL BE INSTALLED AS THE NEW 
PRESIDENT OF THE MSU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION, 
THE CANDLELIGHT DINNER BEGINS AT 6 P,M, , ,WITH 
THE CEREMONY SCHEDULED FOR 8 P.M. IN THE CRAGER 
ROOM OF THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER. 
-30-
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THE HEAD FOOTBALL COACH AT MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY. 
MIKE GOTTFRIED .. WILL BE AMONG TWELVE PERSONS 
INDUCTED INTO MSU•s ALUHNI HALL_OF FA..ME ... IN 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S 1980 HOMECOMING CANDLELIGl 
DINNER ON FRIDAY. 
GOTTFRIED .. A NATIVE OF CRESTLINE .. OHIO .. HOLDS 
A BACHELOR'S AND MASTER'S DEGREE FROM MSU .. AND IS 
A FORMER ASSISTANT FOOTBALL COACH AT MOREHEAD STATE. 
IN 1979 .. HE HAS VOTED OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE COACH 
OF THE YEAR. HIS CURRENT TEAM IS RANKED NUMBER ONE 
IN THE NCAA DIVISION I-DOUBLE-A. 
THE CANDLELIGHT DINNER BEGINS AT 6 P.M. . WITH THE 
CEREMONY STARTING AT 8 P.M .. IN THE CRAGER ROOM OF 
THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY CENTER. 
-30-
sc 
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HOMECOMING '80 HONOREE'S 
10-24-80 
' ' ' - • ,, - I 
:30 
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
OF ASHLAND OIL, ,INC .. ORIN E, ATKINS, .WILL BE 
ONE OF TWELVE PERSONS HONORED AT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY'S 1980 HOMECOMING CANDLELIGHT DINNER ON 
FRIDAY, . . , .. 
ATKINS WILL RECEIVE THE ALUMNI PIONEER SERVICE 
AWARD. 
THE GANJ:?LELIGHT DINNER BEGINS AT 6 P.M. , .WITH THE 
CEREMONY STARTING AT 8 P.M. , .IN THE CRAGER ROOM 
OF THE ADRON DORAN UNIVERSITY GENTER. 
FOR MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY .I'M SHARON GROUCH. 
-30-
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\J'J} V'Av~ic. 
YOU ARE LISTENING TO THE BIG BAND JAZZ SOUND OF THE AIRMEN 
OF NOTE WHO WILL PERFORM IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM ON THURSDAY--
NOVEMBER FIRST--AT 8 P.M. 
ADl1ISSION IS FREE TO HEAR THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE OF THE UNITED 
STATES AIR FORCE, FROM WASHINGTON, D. C. 
TICKETS FOR THE FREE CONCERT ARE AVAILABLE AT THE INFORMATION 
DESK ... 
' . 
\N MK~ -tot TI·IM~ 4A~~'t 
~t ""'wsi c 
AMERICA'S LEADING JAZZ PUBLICATION, "DOWNBEAT" MAGAZINE, 
HAS LABELED THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE'S JAZZ ENSEMBLE, THE 
AIRMEN OF NOTE, AS " ONE OF THE BEST BANDS ANYONE INTERESTED 
IN BIG BAND JAZZ OR GOOD DANCE MUSIC CAN HOPE TO HEAR TODAY." 
THE MOREHEAD AREA WILL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY OF HEARING 
' . 
A LIVE CONCERT BY THIS OUTSTANDING BIG BAND ORGANIZATION ON 
THURSDAY--NOVEMBER FIRST--AT 8 P.M.--IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM AT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY. 
THE AIRMEN OF NOTE ARE BEING PRESENTED BY THE UNITED STATES 
AIR FORCE--MSU'S CONCERT AND LECTURE SERIES AND THE KENTUCKY PUBLISHING 
COMPANY AS A PUBLIC SERVICE, AND ALTHOUGH ADMISSION TO THE CONCERT 
IS BY TICKET, THE TICKETS ARE FREE. 
I -
FOR THESE FREE TICKETS SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE 
TO: UPO BOX 985--MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY ... PERSONS ON CAMPUS MAY 
PICK UP TICKETS AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER OR THE BUSINESS OFFICE. 
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DEEP MINE SAFETY COMMISSION SEMINAR 
10-24-80 
:4-S 
M'ORE'· THAN 40 TOP OFFICIALS FROM THE KENTUCKY COAL 
~-------- ' 
INDUSTRY ATTENDED A DEEP MINE SAFETY COMMISSION SEMINA! 
AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TODAY. 
THE PROGRAM WAS DIRECTED TOWARD UPDATING THE INDUSTRY 
IN WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLOSHED IN THE SAFETY, TRAINING, 
EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATION AREAS .. AND TO DISCUSS 
·.'-
IMPROVEMENTS THAT MIGHT BE MADE IN REGULATIONS GOVERN!! 
THESE AREAS. A LARGE PART OF THE SESSION DEALT WITH 
THE TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR UNDERGROUND WORK .. DIRECTED 
TWWARD INEXPERIENCED WORKERS. A REPRESENTATIVE OF 
-
THE UNITED MINE WORKERS ASSOCIATION ... BOBBY DUKES. 
SAID THAT THE TRAINING WOULD HAVE TO BE TURNED AROUND . 
. . DUKES SAID THAT DUE TO LAYOFFS .. INEXPERIENCED 
MINERS WON'T BE HIRED. HE SAID THAT TRAINING WILL 
NEED TO BE TURNED TOWARD IMPROVEING AND RE-TRAINING 
OF EXPERIENCED WORKERS. THE SEMINAR WAS SPONSORED BY 
THE KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND MINERALS. . THE 
MINING AND RECLAMATION COUNCIL OF AMERICA. .AND 
MORE~D STATE UNIVERSITY. 
REPORTING FOR MOREHEAD STATE .. I'M SHARON CROUCH. 
-30-
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COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP TRAINING WORKSHOP 
10-28-80 
:30 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HILL HOST A TWO-DAY 
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP TRAINING WORKSHOP ON NOVEMBER 
7 AND 8 .... THE WORKSHOP WILL BE GEARED TOWARD 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN TRADITIONAL SONG AND DANCE. 
REGISTRATION FEES ARE $20 WITHOUT ACCOMMODATIONS .. 
A :FEE OF $35 WILL BE CHARGED FOR ACCOMMODATIONS TO 
INCLUDE ON-CAMPUS HOUSING .. AND TWO MEALS .... 
RESERVATIONS SHOULD BE IN BY NOVEMBER 1 TO \vORKSHOP 
DIRECTOR .. SIBYL CLARK .. AT 606 ... 783 ... 4731; 
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP TRAINING IS SPONSORED BY THE 
APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER AND THE DIVISION OF 
CONTINUING EDUCATION AT MSU. 
-30-
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:30 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY HILL HOST A TWO-DAY 
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP TRAINING WORKSHOP ON NOVEMBER 
7 AND 8 .... THE WORKSHOP WILL BE GEARED TOWARD 
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN TRADITIONAL SONG AND DANCE. 
REGISTRATION FEES ARE $20 WITHOUT ACCOMMODATIONS .. 
A FEE OF $35 HILL BE CHARGED FOR ACCOMMODATIONS TO 
INCLUDE ON-CAMPUS HOUSING .. AND TWO HEALS .. : . 
RESERVATIONS SHOULD BE IN BY NOVEMBER 1 TO HORKSHOP 
DIRECTOR .. SIBYL CLARK .. AT 606 ... 783 ... 4731. 
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP TRAINING IS SPONSORED BY THE 
APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT CENTER AND THE DIVISION OF 
CONTINUING EDUCATION AT MSU. 
-30-
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World Technology Day 
10-28-80 
:30 
MORE THAN 1-THOUSAND-5-HUNDRED EASTERN KENTUCKY 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN WORLD OF 
TECHNOLOGY DAY AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. 
THURSDAY ... NOVEMBER .. 6. 
WORKSHOPS AND PROGruL~S WILL BE PRESENTED BY MSU 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY IN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY .. 
HOME ECONOMICS ... AGRICULTURE. 
AND ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES .. 
.MINING TECHNOLOGY. 
REGISTRATION BEGINS AT 8 A.M. IN ROOM 114 OF REED HALL. 
WORLD TECHNOLOGY DAY IS SPONSORED BY MSU'S SCHOOL OF 
APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY .... 
MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE BY CALLING 606 .. 
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World Technology Day 
10-28-80 
:30 
MORE THAN 1-THOUSAND-5-HUNDRED EASTERN KENTUCKY 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE IN WORLD OF 
TECHNOLOGY DAY AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY. 
THURSDAY ... NOVEMBER .. 6. 
WORKSHOPS AND PROG~MS WILL BE PRESENTED BY MSU 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY IN INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY .. 
HOME ECONOMICS ... AGRICULTURE. 
AND ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES .. 
.MINING TECHNOLOGY. 
REGISTRATION BEGINS AT 8 A.M. IN ROOM 114 OF REED HALL. 
WORLD TECHNOLOGY .DAY IS SPONSORED BY MSU'S SCHOOL OF 
APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY .... 
MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE BY CALLING 606 ... 
783 ... 5268 .... 
-30-
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THE BROTHER OF VICE-PRESIDENT WALTER MONDALE .. 
DOCTOR CLARENCE MONDALE ... WILL VISIT MOREHEAD STATE 
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. 
DOCTOR MONDALE ... COORDINATOR OF THE &~RICAN STUDIES 
PROGRAM AT GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY ... WILL ASSIST 
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS IN DEVELOPING A NEW INTERDISCIPLINAF 
·:· 
MINOR IN APPALACHIAN STUDIES AT M-S-U. 
ON SATURDAY ... DOCTOR MONDALE HAS ARRANGED TO MEET 
WITH STUDENTS ... FACULTY ... STAFF .. OR INTERESTED 
PUBLIC ... FROM 9:30 UNTIL 11:30 A.M .... AND 1:30 
UNTIL ~:30 P.M .... IN THE APPALACHIAN DEVELOPMENT 
CENTER'. S . CONFERENCE ROOM. 
DOCTOR MONDALE'S VISIT IS FUNDED BY THE NATIONAL 
ENDOWMENTS FOR HUMANITIES CONSULTANT PROGRAM. 
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NOV. 18, 1980 
:30 sec. 
ANNOUNCER: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL HOST A 
FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP ON TUESDAY .... NOV. 18 .. 
BEGINNING AT 9 A.M .... FOR MORE THAN 40 EASTERN 
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS TO REVIEW 1981--82 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FORMS .......... . 
THE WORKSHOP IS SPONSORED BY THE KENTUCKY ~. 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.IN.MSU!S.ADRON DORAN 
UNIVERSITY CENTER .......... ######## 
sc 
\9 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY ---------- NOT ~OR PUBLICATIONS OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: Appalachian Studies Visit 
DATEITIME: J(!ov. 7 and R 
SITE: Morehead State Universitv -----· Annalachian Develor>T'lent Center 
SUMMARY: 
DR. CLARENCE MOl'IDALE, BROTHER OF U.S. VICE PRESIDENT HALTER 
MONDALE ...... will be at Morehead State University to assist MSU officials 
in developing an interdisciplinary minor in Appalachian Studies. DR. 
MONDALE is currently coordinator of the American Studies Program at 
George Washington University. 
DR. MONDALE will be available for discussions and informal 
conversation on Saturday from 9:30a.m. until 11:30 a.m. and from 
1:30 p.m. until 3:30 p.m. in the Appalachian Development Center Conference 
Room. He will be meeting with MSU students and intersted individuals. 
NOTE: Dr. Mondale will be arr~v~ng Thursday evening (late) at Tri-States 
Airnort i.n Hunt~ngton, VJ. Va _ He will be denarting Tri-Sta tes 
Airport on Saturday. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
PRESS PARKING/PRESS SEATING: 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT/NEAR SITE: 
MSU COVERAGE: 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN COVERING THIS EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT THE OFFICE 
OF NEWS SERVICES AT 606/783-3325. 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY·- RADIO-TV RELEASE 





"PS¥.CHOLOGY OF EMBARRASSMENT AND STAGE FRIGHT" 
Nov. 11, 1980 
:20 
ANNOUNCER: DR. BIBB LATANE (LA--TA--NEE) OF OHIO STATE 
UNIVERSITY WILL PRESENT A PROGRAM ON THE 
"PSYCHOLOGY OF EMBARRASSMENT AND STAGE FRIGHT" 
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOV. 11 ... AT 3 P.M .... IN 
ROOM 112 OF GINGER HALL ........... . 
THE PROGRAM IS SPONSORED BY MSU'S DEPARTMENT ._ . 
. OF PSYCHOLOGY AND SPECIAL EDUCATION ........ #if4ftfo 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY RADIO-TV RELEASE 





TELEPHONE: 606/783-33 25 
HEALTH SERVICES NETWORK CONFERENCE 
11-5-80 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL HOST A HEALTH 
SERVICES NETWORK CONFERENCE ON WEDI'J""ES1DAY. 
NOVEMBER 19 ... IN B.F. REED HALL ... 
DIRECTORS OF NURSING AND HOSPITAL LIBRARIANS FROM 
ACROSS EASTERN KENTUCKY WILL MEET TO DISCUSS A CHANGE 
IN RULES FOR CONTINUING NURSING EDUCATION. 
MARY ROMELSANGER .. EDUCATION CONSULTANT WITH 
THE KENTUCKY BOARD OF NURSING EDUCATION AND 
NURSE REGISTRATION WILL ADDRESS THE CONFERENCE ..... 
THE CONFERENCE IS SPONSORED BY MSU1S HEALTH SCIENCES 
INFORMATION NETWORK. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
606-784-4301. 
sc 






.CONTACT DEBBIE WARD AT 
COURSE OF EVENTS INFORMATION 
Event: Bass Fishing Institute '81 
Sponsor: Indiana State University and American Institute of Bass Fishing 
Date: April 4-5, 1_~9~8~1 __ _ 
Time: all day 
Place: Morehead State University 
Admission··Price: 
Phone No. 606/783-5171 
-------
Course of Events categories are: Theatre~. Music, ExldL11·ions, 
Festivals, Special Events, Lectures, For ChilJn:n, Films, 
Sports, Conventions, Pl~ccs To Go And Things To ScP, Rcstauruntu. 
Category Desired: Special Events 
Any Additional Information About The Event: _________ _ 
Professional fishermen discuss the latest bass fishing_!~chniques. 
Will include exhibits and demonstrations_ 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4031:11 
NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY ------~--~ NOT ~OR PURLJCATJONS OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: MOREHEAD MOUNTAIN MUSIC WEEKEND 
DATEITIME: DEC. 5 AND. 6, 1980 
__ S_ I IE_: ___ MO:REHEAD .S.TATE_UN_IVERSITY_ 
SUMMARY: 
Friday starts - 7 p.m. 
Saturday starts - 9 a.m. 
Mountain musicians from the Appalachian region will 
fiddle, pick, dance and sing during the Sec,ond Annual Morehead Mountain 
Music Weekend at MSU's Baird Music Hall. 
Performers 
J. P. & Annadeene Fraley 
Edna Ritchie Baker 




Gene White & Friends 
Donna & Leh•tS Lamb 
Alfred Bailey 
Marvin Carroll 
HeNner Ledford & Friends 




George Lee Hawkins 
The Lewis County Travellers 
Dave Sizemore 
Noah & Charlie Kinney 
The Radcliff Family 
Doug Chaffin 
Loyal Jones · 
and Others 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
Schedule 
Friday, Baird Music Hall 
7:00 p.m. Registration 
•7:30 p.m. Old Time Music Concert 
9:30 p.m. Folk & Square Dancing 
Saturday, Baird Music Hall 
10:00 a.m.-Jam Sessions, Song and Tune Swaps, 
5:00p.m. Instrumental Workshops, Open Stage 
7:30 p.m. Old Time Music Concert 
IO:oo·p.m. Old Fashioned Pie Supper and Square Dance 
--~--- ---- --- -----
PRESS PARKING/PRESS SEATING: available'' upon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT/NEAR SITE: 
MSU COVERAGE: 
-----------------------------------------~------------------------------
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN COVERING THIS EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT THE OFFICE 
OF NEWS SERVICES AT 606/783-3325. 
Hi N E- f7t: 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S CONCERT AND LECTURE SERIES WILL 
'-'TI-C u~> PA-Y/ 
EXPLORE THE UFO EXPERIENCE ON'Q£ ;q;q;;;:;g;¢>;w WITH DR. J. ALLEN HYNEK"""- -
<JN:CD5r<n RED FL 'II NG o B<rscn-. . H'fNG"c , 
THE WORLD'S LEADING EXPERT ON DIRECTOR OF THE 
CENTER FOR UFO STUDIES ~ICAL ADVISO~HE MOTION PICTURE 
-.........Hg/ 
"CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND" • DP8§4W A WILL PRESENT THE 
(IUFO EXPERIENCE, A SCIENTIFIC INQUIR~
0
AT 10:20 A.M. IN BUTTON 
AUDITORIUM. THIS SPECIAL l ii '-$¥3'.1!!' PRESENTATION IS FREE AND OPEN 
To THE PUBLIC. (;It:. T. A-U..e:f\1 HtNstc.. A-No urc'.s:~ THuesort-t 
flrT ro·.~D A-M. IN i.u-rrorJ A-u..Oi"TC~Jl)IV\ AT Nt->-U. 
------
MOREHEAD STATe UNIVERSITY 
l)lre:l:lr of Public Affalm 
317 Allie Young Hall 
Morehead, KY 40351 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
RADIO-TV RELEASE 






BASS FISHING INSTITUTE 
11-17-80 
:45 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY WILL HOST ONE OF SIX "BASS 
FISHING INSTITUTES ' 81" ON APRIL 4 AND 5. 
PRESENTED BY INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND THE AMERICAN 
INSTITUTE OF BASS FISHING ••• THE PROGRAM WILL FEATURE SOME 
OF THE TOP FISHERMEN FROM ACROSS THE NATION .. GIVING TIPS 
••• DEMONSTRATIONS •.• AND DISCUSSING VARIOUS FISHING 
TECHNIQUES . 
THE INSTITUTE ALSO INCLUDES EXHIBITS AND DISPLAYS ••. AND 
A SERIES OF SPECIALIZED INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS ON BASS 
FISHING. 
PRE-REGISTRATION FOR THE INSTITUTE BEGINS DECEMBER 1. 
ADULT REGISTRATION FEE IS $40 AND ENTITLES THAT ADULT TO 
REGISTER ONE YOUTH ..• AGED 10 TO 15 ... FREE. HUSBAND· 
AND WIFE MAY REGISTER FOR $60. • .ENABLING THEM TO REGISTER 
TWO YOUTHS FREE. OTHER YOUTH MAY REGISTER FOR $20 EACH. 





OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 








CONCERT & LECTURE SERIES -- TOM JACKSON 
11-18-80 
:30 
IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A JOB ... YOU'LL WANT TO FIND OUT 
WHAT'S HAPPENING INSIDE THE HIDDEN JOB MARKET .... 
LEADING MANPOWER AND EMPLOYMENT EXPERT ... TOM JACKSON. 
WILL SPEAK CONCERNING "GUERILLA TACTICS IN THE JOB MARKET" 
... AS PART OF MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S CONCERT AND 
LECTURE SERIES. 
JACKSON WILL FOCUS ON SUCH AREAS AS "HOW TO FIND THE HIDDEN 
JOBS". • . "HOW TO GET INSIDE TO TOP MANAGEMENT". . .AND 
"SPECIFIC TACTICS TO HELP YOU GET THE JOB YOU WANT." .. 
THE PROGRAM IS SCHEDULED FOR THURSDAY ... NOv:EMBER 20 ... 
AT 10:20 A.M. IN BUTTON AUDITORIUM .... AND IS FREE AND 






A TIME SAVER FOR TOBACCO GROWERS WILL BE SHOWN AT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY'S DERRICKSON AGRICULTURAL COMPLEX TOMOKROW. 
NOVEMBER ~. THE NEW TOBACCO STRIPPING MACHINE WIDL BE 
DEMONSTRATED FOR TOBACCO FARMERS AND OTHERS INVOLVED IN 
THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY .... BEGINNING AT 1:30 P.M. 
THE DERRICKSON AGRICULTURAL COMPLEX IS LOCATED ON KENTUCKY 
377 .. JUST OFF KENTUCKY HIGHWAY 32. 
' OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 








MOUNTAIN MUSIC WEEKEND 
11-21-80 
:30 
MQ~E-~1 20 MOUNTAIN FIDDLERS ... DANCERS •.. AND 
MUSICIANS WILL COME TO MOREHEAD S~ATE UNIVERSITY DECEMBER 
5-TH AND 6-TH FOR THE SECOND ANNUAL MOUNTAIN MUSIC 
WEEKEND. ACTIVITIES WILL INCLUDE AN OLD TIME MUSIC 
CONCERT. .FOLK AND SQUARE DANCING. . .AN OLD FASHIONED 
PIE SUPPER ... AND MOUNTAIN MUSIC. GUEST PERFORMERS 
FOR THE WEEKEND INCLUDE DONNA AND LEWIS LAMB. • • THE 
LEWIS COUNTY TRAVELLERS .. AND THE RADCLIFF FAMILY. 
THE WEEKEND. IS SPONSORED BY THE MOREHEAD-ROWAN COUNTY 
ARTS COUNCIL IN COOPERATION WI.TH MSU' S APPALACHIAN 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER. MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM 
SIBYL CLARK AT 606-783-4731. 
### 
sc 
~REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY INVITES YOU TO TUNE TO Wf-1'M'-""fM 
1'1\e!IJ.. \J:!. eo. '::S&iMP! AT 8 0' CLOCK WHEN M S U PRESIDEN'::: MORRIS NORFLEET REPORTS 
TO THE PEOPLE OF EASTERN KENTUCKY ON THE CURRENT STATUS OF YOUR 
REGIONAL UNIVERSITY ..... 
~PORT TO THE REGION" IS A PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM PRODUCED 
PR.o\11\)E you 
BY M S U INFORMATION CONCERNING 
THE TEACHING -~ RESEARCH -- AND PUBLIC SERVICE ACTIVITIES ., ~T 
, .. ">< 
MOREHEAD STATE ltii'S-1!!!=---Iiiii!! ... 
~ U'S REPORT TO THE REGION ..... 8 O'CLOCK TONIGHT ON 
\tiE1rii~fM u 'N 
L( v~ _ 
f,VC.VV'I 
1P A IV'-'1-
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24-HOUR RELAY FOR SPECIAL OLYMPICS 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY MEN AND WOMEN CROSS 
COUNTRY TEAMS RAN FOR 24-HOURS FOR THE SPECIAL 
OLYMPICS, BEGINNING AT 10 A.M. ON TUESDAY, NOV. 20 
AND ENDING AT 10 A.M. ON WEDNESDAY, NOV, 21.,, ,,,, 
THE II-MAN MEN RUNNERS ECLIPSED A WORLD RECORD, 
AS STATED IN "RUNNERS WoRLD MAGAZINE" , RUNNING 
234 MILES IN THE 24-HOUR PERIOD,,,,,,,,, 
THE RUNNERS, STEVE GOSNEY, TIM BACK, JIM BROWN AND 
JOHN BORDERS, RAN THE ENTIRE DISTANCE AT ONE-MILE 
INTERVALS AS STATED IN THE GUIDELINES FOR THE 
4-MAN RELAY AND AVERAGING 58~ MILES EACH .. ,,,,,, 
THE 9-MEMBER WOMEN'S TEAM COMPLETED 209 MILES, 
' 
WITH EACH MEMBER RUNNING AT ONE-MILE INTERVALS,,,,,, 
FOR THE EVENT, THE MOREH!AD STATE RUNNERS RAISED 





' ', ··I 
.• , H 
COURSE Of E.VEN'l'S INFORHII'l' ION 
Event: Art Exhibition --------- -----
Sponsor: Morehead St_l!_~_e_'Q!l_ivers];._tr Departmen.t of Art 
Pate:_· __ Dec. _1._-:_: __ ~ec:e.,_ 2o_._Jj!_?_O_ . 
. ' . 
T i Jlle : --~ -~-~1-~.:..:-_ :.__~i_ ~g __ . .P_::E~ ______ _ 
' ' 
; P ln ce: -. __ Claypoo~:"X_oung -~~!: Ga_!_l:~~y 
; Admi'ssion ··Price : __ _!_r_e_~--·-----





.. Course.of Events·<;utqgories.,llro: Thelltr·.,,·Muste; Exlribit•i<•n.s, · .. 
•. . . 
Festivals,. Sp-:cLul l~yents, 
' ' . 
Sport~, Convtmt:ions o' I' luctHl 





To Go f\n<l 
Category DesirJ?d: . Exhibitions· 
·. : ' : - ----~:-·--1"""'7---·--· 
. ., . . .. - . 
Any Ac;lditional Infonnnt:ion··About The 




Event : · . J--·---.--·-.---:··'";",--
' ' . . ' 
~tud.ent C.hri~tme.s a,rt sale. l~orkf? by Mc;>rehea,.d State . : . 
. .• _,...---:-_-•. ·-,-, --,; ~ t. ' . . ·------. -----. ---,- ·-r- ·r--·- .... --:-f 
Vniversity art students. , .·•· : ·, ·~ 
, ., ' • I ' , ~ • · , '1., 
- ' l'i' ' -:-r:------· -·--;:--· !'· 
· ·l:· ··, :.r •' ·J I!· -~. .·, 1 ""~~.'.• 
; ~,' ' :. • • '' 11." :, ; ,r ,. ~ • . 
I!·,, • •,< '-.,:.-----,---...,-',..,---'-- ~ 1 , •:· I -..-. J.: __ ,.;__' ~ 4 ~---. --
1 • • 
1
, • · ~ r ~ - ·• · · ~' · • f; ·' _; 
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COURSE Ofo' !~VENTS INFOJ{["'fl'l'JON 
:Men's Basketball 
Event: 
Sponsor: __ Morehead St:_~_te Un_:!:_ve_E~ity 
Date:. Dec. 1, 2, S-6, 13 
. -----------··-------··-·· ----- --·- . -
·Time: ____ I_:j_9,_p __ ·_~---- ···- ____________ _ 
l'lilce: Wetherby Gynmasium , . --------· --- ---,-----·----------' 
. Admi'~o;sion ·Price: call fo:t:-' pric~~ ------·---. ---:-----. 








•. co'urse o'f-gvents c;Jteg6rices:·,il_:e: .TlHi:ltJ:(!,. -Musjc:, Exlllbi 1·ions; ,, 
•' . . . ' . . . -
· Festiva,ls,' Spec.:iul Ev6nts, · LL;ctuv~;:s, For .CliPLh.·L:n', l:illllll;,·' -· 
. . ' . . ·' . ' ' ~ . ' : ( . ' ' . . . 
Sports· .Conventions . Pluces'''l'o Go'AiHI 'l'hin~s T,o. Sl.li'; .J{e.>t.uurantH. 
• - .... ~:.·. ! •. ': ' • • ·-,1.~- -- '! .· :·~>>'' ... ·~ ;, . ~·:;i\. " 
•• • '! -~' ~ ;_ . : ' . '~ 
,. ., ,· ,!'' .. 
e,~~egpi:y pes i5ed,: 7 ___ .:_Spo~ t.~ . -~~ .:: ·· ., . ·• 
Any. Addition~!, It!format:iOI) •Abol)t 'l'IHl Eveni:': 
. • ' ~I,'.'.,., ' ;•;.,• . '~---;-----·---·-··--, ,-
De¢;, .1, Milligan Golleg.e ;· Dec. i-,' Bluefi.~ld, College; · · 
'/,,; . ; --.-..-.- '\ ·' . . . ' ): ' t . ' - ... ~7- ·: ' . 01 '\- '• • --.. -.-. -. -: :--:·- ~-::-----
'' Dec'. 5-6, . E;agl~ ClassJc, 'l'Q\lrnainent,; Dec: ';13, Bowling ' 
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CELEBRITY BASKETBALL (LEN MILLER MEMORIAL) 
12-1-80 
:40 
A TEAM OF MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY "ALL STARS" HILL FACE 
A TEAM OF LEXINGTON'S WKYT-TV PERSONALITIES IN THE FIRST 
LEN MILLER CELEBRITY BASKETBALL GAME IN M-S-U'S HETHERBY 
GYM ON MONDAY ... DECEMBER 8. 
' MILLER SERVED ON M-S-U'S FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL COACHING 
STAFFS FOR NINE YEARS ... INCLUDING A SHORT HARTIME STINT 
AS HEAD BASKETBALL COACH. 
PLAYING FOR MSU HILL BE FORMER EAGLE ALL-AMERICANS. 
OTHER FORMER PLAYERS ... COACHES ... FACULTY ... AND STAFF 
MEMBERS. 
REPRESENTING CHANNEL 27 HILL BE THE STATION'S ON-AIR NEHS 
... HEATHER ... AND SPORTS PERSONALITIES. 
TICKETS ARE PRICED AT $2 ... AND HILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE 
DOOR. 





.. ~· '" 
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SOVIET UNION STUDY TOUR 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY'S DEPARTMENT OF 
HISTORY IS SPNSORING A STUDY TOUR TO THE SOVIET 
UNION FOR THE 1988 SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES,,,,,,,,,, 
THE TOUR, JULY 24 - AUG, 2, WILL INCLUDE VISITS 
TO LENNINGRAD, MOSCOW AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO ATTEND 
SELECTED OLYMPIC EVENTS,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION IS DEC, 21, 1979 I I I I I 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FROM THE 
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY, MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY, 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 OR BY CALLING Fnn-783-33?.n OR 
ON WEEKENDS, 606-784-7755,,,,, ,,,, ,,,,,,,######## 
-r r:; 
1.--- I .,. 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 











REGISTRATION FOR THE SPRING 1981 SEMESTER AT HOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY IS SCHEDULED AT THE LAUGHLIN HEALTH 
BUILDING ... JANUARY 12 THROUGH 14. 
SENIORS AND PRE-REGISTERED GRADUATE STUDENTS HILL REGISTER 
FROH 8 A.H. UNTIL 11 A.H. . .WITH PRE-REGISTERED JUNIORS 
AND SOPHOHORES .. REGISTERING FROH 1 P.H. UNTIL 4 P.H. ON 
HONDAY ... JANUARY 12 ..... 
PRE-REGISTERED FRESHMEN WILL REGISTER FROH 8 A.H. UNTIL 
4 P.H. ON TUESDAY .. JANUARY 13 .... ALL STUDENTS NOT 
REGISTERED WILL ENROLL FROH 8 A.H. UNTIL 4 P.S. ON WEDNESDAY 
JANUARY 14 .... 
GLASSES WILL BEGIN AT 8 A.H. ON THURSDAY ... JANUARY 15. 
THE LAST DAY TO REGISTER FOR A FULL LOAD IN JANUARY 19 .. 
AND THE LAST DAY TO REGISTER FOR CREDIT IS HONDAY .. JANUARY. 
26. .HID-TERH BREAK HAS BEEN SET FOR MARCH. 7 THROUGH 
- -
15 ... PART TIME STUDENTS PLANNING TO ENROLL IN EVENING 
GALSSES DURING THE 1981 SPRING TE~~ SHOULD DO SO JA~ruARY 
12 AND 13 ... FROH 5P.H. UNTIL 7 P.H. EACH EVENING. 
4NNI S 
SG 
•· 1 '·· 
OFFICE OF NEWS SERVICES 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY.. RADIO-TV RELEASE 






SPRING .REGISTRATION AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
REGISTRATION FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER AT MOREHEAD 
STATE UNIVERSITY IS SCHEDULED JANUARY 7 THRU 
9. I I I I I I I I I 
REGISTRATION WILL BEGIN EACH MORNING AT 8 A.M. 
IN THE LAUGHLIN HEALTH BUILDING,,,,,,,, 
~LASSES BEGIN ON THURSDAY, JAN, 1n AND THE SEMESTER 
ENDS ON SATURDAY, MAY 10,, ,,,,,##f:##### 
